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ABSTRACT 
 
The fortuitous location of the Shumagin Islands above the seismogenic zone in the 
Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone provides an ideal opportunity to study seismic waves 
directly from the megathrust interface. Double-difference relative relocation of 
hypocenters are performed on a catalog of earthquakes from the Shumagin Gap 
spanning nearly a decade. Relocation results show an abrupt transition in seismicity 
along the plate interface at 44 km depth, from a distinct 4 – 8 km thick plane to a 
broad zone of sparse seismicity. In the eastern area of the network, deeply rooted 
faults appear to cut into the downgoing plate, dipping steeply trenchward. Active 
faults within the upper plate seem to correlate with the strike of mapped normal faults 
and a splay fault imaged within an MCS reflection profile in the Eastern Sanak Basin. 
Further investigation of these splay faults may provide important information relating 
to tsunamigensis in the Shumagin Gap.  
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 1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction and Motivation 
 
The Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone is an active plate boundary, and the location of many great 
earthquakes including 1964 Great Alaska Earthquake (Mw 9.2) (Figure 1). The propensity for 
rupture of tsunamigenic earthquakes along the Alaska-Aleutian megathrust makes it an important 
area for studying the in situ properties and conditions that control seismicity of subduction zones. 
Great earthquakes and subsequent tsunamis of Alaska-Aleutian origin have historically lead to a 
relatively low number of casualties when compared to other subduction zone earthquakes due to 
the sparse population of the region, but have lead to an excess of $100 million in damage 
throughout the circum-Pacific (Lockridge and Smith, 1984). However, in the decades since the 
1964 catastrophe, the population throughout Alaska has been on the rise and is projected to 
continue increasing from 732,298 in 2012 to 925,042 in 2042 (Alaska Department of Labor and 
Workforce Development, 2014). As the population of Alaska and coastal communities around 
the Pacific increase and more urban centers are developed, the hazards to both life and 
infrastructure from a great earthquake and tsunami escalate. Therefore, study of the Alaska-
Aleutian subduction zone is of both scientific and societal merit. 
 
Earthquake hypocenters in this study come from a legacy dataset of digital earthquake records 
spanning 1982 – 1991 from the Shumagin Island seismic network operated by the Lamont-
Doherty Geological Observatory. In most subduction zones, the seismogenic  
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Figure 1: Map of the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone showing bathymetry and elevation. 
Orange curves delineate the rupture areas of historic earthquakes, with the year and magnitude 
labeled in white or black text (Davies et al., 1981). The yellow square outlines the study area in 
the Shumagin Gap; see Figure 4 for this inset. The red arrow indicates the orientation and rate of 
convergence in the area of the Shumagin Gap. The Semidi segment is labeled to the east of the 
study area. Inset shows regional location on globe. Bathymetry from ETOPO1 (Amante and 
Eakins, 2009). Topography from SRTM 90m Digital Elevation Data (Jarvis et al., 2008). 
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 3 
zone has an updip limit >100 km trenchward of the volcanic arc and a downdip limit at depth 
beneath the coastline (Ruff and Tichelaar, 1996). Since this places the seismogenic zone offshore 
for most subduction zones, there are few locations globally that provide opportunity to directly 
sample the active megathrust, notable exceptions being events recorded by on-land seismometers 
in Costa Rica (e.g. Newman et al., 2002; Norabuena et al., 2004) and Sumatra (e.g. Hill et al., 
2012; Hsu et al., 2006), seafloor geodetic data from Japan (e.g. Kido et al., 2011; Iinuma et al., 
2012; Sun et al., 2014) and the Shumagin Islands (Davies and House, 1979; Reyners and Coles, 
1982; Hauksson et al., 1984; Hauksson, 1985; Hudnut and Tabor, 1987; Boyd et al., 1988; 
Abers, 1992; Abers, 1994; Bufe et al, 1994.; Abers, 1995b; Yang et al., 1995). Due to the 
location of the Shumagin Islands, which extend ~100 km trenchward from the shoreline of the 
Alaskan Peninsula (Figure 2), events were recorded by on-land seismometers directly over the 
thrust zone providing high resolution for local seismic events and one of the better datasets for 
studying seismicity along the megathrust. Recent improvements in methodology and 
computational power make possible further investigation into this dataset. 
 
Previous studies from the Shumagin network data show aftershock sequences, clustering, and 
evidence for streaks in the Shumagin segment (Abers, 1995b). Streaks, which are groupings of 
earthquakes that are spatially aligned as an approximately linear feature parallel to convergence, 
may indicate differences in slip behavior and physical properties on the fault. Abers et al., 
(1995b) observed that the lineations have similar spacing (5-20 km) to the dimensions of rupture 
patches obtained from scaling of event pulse durations,  
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Figure 2: Schematic cross-section of the simplified structure of the Shumagin Gap. The 
Shumagin islands extend ~100 off the shoreline, placing them directly above the seismogenic 
zone. (Modified from Hyndman et al., 1997, Fig. 1). 
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and may reflect variations in seafloor topography, downgoing plate roughness, structural 
changes, or the effects of subducting sediments in valleys between abyssal hills on the seafloor. 
Schaff et al. (2002) found that streaks may have repeating earthquake sequences, as well as 
evidence of variability in stick-slip behavior of streaks on the Calaveras fault in California. 
Rubin et al. (1999) proposed that streaks of seismicity aligned with the direction of slip are 
common characteristics of creeping faults.  
 
Precise earthquake locations indicate where a fault is seismogenic. Precise relocation of 
hypocenters is performed using double-difference relative relocation for earthquakes recorded 
near the Shumagin Islands, Alaska. The aim of this project is to improve the hypocentral 
locations of earthquakes recorded in the Shumagin region of the Alaska-Aleutian subduction 
zone to gain a better understanding of the structure and spatial distribution of seismicity. This 
understanding may provide insight into the physical properties controlling seismicity as well as 
the potential hazards of earthquakes and tsunamis generated at the Shumagin segment 
megathrust. 
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Chapter 2 
Tectonic Background 
 
The Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone is the convergent boundary between the Pacific plate and 
the North America plate, spanning ~ 3000 km from mainland Alaska in the east to the 
Kamchatka-Kurile subduction zone in the west (Figure 1). Major tectonic plate reorganizations, 
including the change in rotation of the Kula plate (56 - 55 Ma) and cessation of spreading of the 
Kula-Pacific junction (43 Ma), have shaped the margin and affected arc volcanism and plate 
orientations (Lonsdale, 1988). The accretionary character of the Alaska subduction zone is 
relatively young at 3 Ma; the tectonic history before that time indicates subduction erosion along 
the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone until the margin was inundated by increased trench 
sediment that could not be accommodated by the subduction channel (Von Huene et al., 2012).  
 
Some of the largest earthquakes globally (Mw > 8.0) originate in the Alaska-Aleutian subduction 
zone including the second largest earthquake in recorded history, the 1964 Mw 9.2 Great Alaska 
Earthquake (Kanamori, 1977; Ryan et al., 2012). The resulting tsunami inundated shores around 
the circum-Pacific and caused 122 deaths across Alaska, Oregon and California (Haeussler et al., 
2014). Nearly 20 years before, the Mw > 8.6 Unimak Island Earthquake of 1946 caused a 
tsunami that killed 164 people, was recorded around the Pacific including the U.S. west coast, 
Hawaii, the Marquesas Islands, and Antarctica (Lander and Lockridge, 1989; Shepard et al., 
1950; Okal et al., 2002; Fuchs, 1982), and highlighted the necessity of a tsunami warning system 
(Igarashi et al., 2011).  
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Seismological analyses, tsunami-modeling, seismic reflection and multibeam bathymetric 
surveys indicate that ground shaking from the 1946 earthquake caused a submarine landslide on 
the continental slope which contributed to the magnitude of the resulting nearfield tsunami 
(Plafker 2002; Okal et al., 2003; López and Okal, 2006; Okal and Hébert, 2007; von Huene et 
al., 2014). Tsunami modeling by Thio et al. (2010) show that tsunamis generated along the 
Alaskan Peninsula pose the greatest risk of inundation to the California coastline.  
 
In the Alaska Peninsula region, including the Shumagin Islands, the Pacific plate is subducting 
under the North America plate with a slab dip of ~45.0° and descent rate of 41.8 km/Ma 
(Syracuse et al., 2010). The Pacific plate is 52.2 Ma (Syracuse and Abers, 2006) and converges 
normal to the trench at a rate of ~63 km/Ma with an azimuth of 148° at the Shumagin Islands 
(Sella et al., 2002). Sediments on the incoming Pacific plate are ~500 – 700 m thick (Li et al., 
201). Gravity highs in the forearc correlate with seismic velocities obtained from a 3D velocity 
inversion, which are produced by shallow mass excesses in the upper plate (Abers, 1994). From 
these observations, Abers (1994) concluded that excess of mass in the strong upper plate 
compensate regionally for part of the downward flexure of the subducting plate. 
 
The Sanak basement, between the Shumagin and Sanak Islands, contains late Miocene and 
younger sediment fill up to 8 km thick, above an acoustic basement (Bruns et al, 1985). The 
sedimentary cover of the upper slope ranges in thickness between 2 – 4 km, and possibly up to 6 
km (Vallier et al, 1994). The landward trench slope includes a 35 km wide accretionary complex 
near the Shumagin Islands (Vallier et al, 1994). These Tertiary deposits overlay the Late 
Cretaceous Chugach Terrane consisting of volcaniclastic flysch, chert, pillow basalts, and 
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sandstone (Vallier et al., 1994). 
 
The subducting Pacific plate beneath the Shumagin Islands dips 10-15° to the northwest (Abers, 
1992). Seismicity studies indicate the interplate thrust zone from 25-45 km depth is narrow (5-10 
km) and extends for 75 km downdip (Reyners and Coles, 1982; Abers, 1992). Below 45 km 
depth, Abers (1992) proposed a planar seismic zone of intraplate deformation extending to 120 
km depth. This planar feature continues to approximately 250 km depth, dipping 30° in the east 
and 40° in the west (Abers, 1992). In the western part of the network a double seismic zone is 
observed, with a parallel zone of seismicity 20-25 km beneath the main zone of seismicity 
(Hudnut and Taber, 1987).  
 
At the eastern edge of this study’s field area (i.e., the western extent of the 1938 Mw 8.2 rupture 
area, Figure 3), Li et al. (2015) interpret shallowly dipping thin reflection band from about 13-20 
km depth seen on multi-channel seismic (MCS) reflection profiles as the plate interface, where 
synthetic waveform modeling indicates the presence of a low velocity zone ~100 – 250 m thick. 
Receiver function analysis indicate a relatively constant continental crustal thickness of 37.5 ± 
2.5 km across the Alaska-Aleutian arc, with a depth of 39 km for the continental Moho in the 
Shumagin region (Janiszewski et al., 2013). Between 120 km to ~170 landward from the trench, 
~25 – 55 km depth, MCS studies indicate a thick band of reflections that Li et al. (2015) interpret 
as a broad deformation zone where the plate interface transitions from stick-slip sliding to slow 
slip and tremor. Based on MCS reflection data and seismicity, the plate interface downdip in the 
transition zone from the Semidi segment to the Shumagin segment can be described by three 
domains: (1) a ~ 500 m thick unconsolidated sediment layer beneath the accretionary wedge; (2)  
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Figure 3: A closer look at the Shumagin regional geography, including the Sanak Basin. Labels 
as in Figure 1. 
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a thin (~ 100 - 250 m) area of localized shear of consolidated sediments exhibiting slip 
weakening and frictionally unstable behavior, which is capable of rupturing in a large earthquake 
but is otherwise relatively inactive; (3) a broadening (~ 100 - 250 m to 3 - 5 km) zone of 
deformation along the plate interface that is more seismically active, in which frictional stability 
increases downdip toward patches of tremor and slow slip events (SSE) (Li et al., 2015).  
 
The Shumagin Islands are located in the region known as the Shumagin Gap, a 200 km long 
segment where the movement along the megathrust appears to be stable (creeping) (Davies et al., 
1981; Nishenko and Jacob, 1990). Within this region, there has not been a great earthquake (M ³ 
8) in at least the past century, though the region does produce earthquakes of intermediate and 
smaller magnitudes (e.g. Kelleher, 1970; Davies et al., 1981; Hauksson et al.,1984; Bufe et al., 
1994). The Shumagin Gap is adjacent to the Semidi segment (1938 Mw 8.2 rupture area) to the 
east and the rupture area of the 1946 Mw 8.6 earthquake (López and Okal, 2006) to the west 
(Figure 3). The Shumagin Gap appears to have a heterogeneous rupture style in which there is 
evidence of large earthquakes rupturing separately in one of three segments in the area (1899 Mw 
7.2, southwest; 1917 Mw 7.4, northeast; 1948 Mw 7.5, center), as well as great earthquakes (1788, 
1847) in which more than one segment of the Shumagin Gap may have ruptured during the 
events (Davies et al., 1981; Boyd et al., 1988; Nishenko and Jacob, 1990; Estabrook and Boyd, 
1992). These great earthquakes, however, are unlikely to have been generated solely in the 
Shumagin Gap, but instead ruptured during large events in adjacent segments and are not likely 
gap-filling events (Nishenko and Jacob, 1990; Estabrook and Boyd, 1992). Paleoseismic surveys 
of the Shumagin Islands indicated instances of wave-cut marine terraces, which Carver and 
Plafker (2008) interpreted as evidence of paleosubduction earthquakes large enough to cause 
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nearfield tsunamis. Witter et al., (2014), however, argue that field surveys, carbon isotope dating, 
and elastic dislocation modeling of Simeonof Island (the easternmost of the Shumagin Islands) 
do not show evidence of tectonic uplift or tsunami deposits; they conclude that the Shumagin 
region has experienced aseismic slip through the late Holocene, any stored strain is released in 
large (M 7 – M 8) rather than great earthquakes. 
 
The Shumagin Gap has experienced a number of intermediate sized earthquakes ( M ~ 3 – 7.5) 
including the earthquakes of April 1974 (mb 5.8 and 6.0) (House and Boatwright, 1980; Mori, 
1983; Abers et al., 1995a; Abers et al., 1995b), the 1991 May sequence (mainshock Mw 6.7) 
which occurred after nearby stations of the Shumagin network were removed and was only 
recorded on the Shumagin Island station (Abers et al., 1995b), and the 1993 May sequence 
(mainshock Mw 6.9) directly beneath the Shumagin Islands, recorded on strong motion 
accelerographs (Abers et al., 1995a).  
 
The Semidi segment to the east, however, has a history of rupturing in great earthquakes with a 
recurrence rate of ~50 - 75 years (Davies et al., 1981), most recently in the 1938 great 
earthquake (Mw 8.2) (Fournier and Freymueller, 2007).  Geodetic studies indicate that the Semidi 
segment is locked within the 1938 rupture zone, but locking decreases to 30% where the western 
edge of the rupture zone meets the Shumagin Gap, and further decreases to 0% locking beneath 
Sanak Island to the west (Fournier and Freymueller, 2007). The Semidi segment exhibits fewer 
intermediate-depth and interplate earthquakes than the seismicity of the Shumagin segment 
(Shillington et al., 2015). The abrupt transition (tens of km) in seismicity between the Shumagin 
and Semidi segments is likely controlled by differences in orientation and style of faulting and in 
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hydration of the subducting oceanic plate (Shillington et al., 2015). The contrast in plate 
coupling and seismic history between the Shumagin Gap (weakly coupled) and Semidi segment 
(strongly coupled) compel investigation into the variations of physical properties and conditions 
that give rise to the differences in seismic behavior. 
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Chapter 3 
Data and Methods 
 
3.1 Data 
From 1973 to 1991 Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory operated the East Aleutian (Shumagin) 
Seismic Network (EASN) in the Shumagin Islands, with digital records collected beginning in 
1982 (Reyners and Coles, 1982; Hauksson et al., 1984; Taber et al., 1991; Abers, 1992; Abers 
1994; Abers, 1995). This network is one of few globally where on-land seismometers recorded 
earthquakes directly over the active megathrust, due to the location of the Shumagin Islands 
trenchward of the Alaska Peninsula. Station coverage of the EASN is relatively good, with the 
exception of the southwest portion of the study area due to the absence of islands for instrument 
placement. 
 
This legacy dataset of digital seismic records has recently been rediscovered and archived with 
the International Federation of Digital Seismograph Networks (doi:10.7914/SN/SH). The 
network consisted of 15 – 18 remote telemetered stations with 20 – 25 km spacing (Figure 4). 
Stations included 5 high-gain three-component seismometers, the rest being vertical short-period 
seismometers with 1 Hz natural frequency and force-balance accelerometers. Data were radio-
telemetered to the central station at Sand Point. Signals are digitized at 100 samples per second 
by a 12-bit digitizer, recording events as low as magnitude 0.4, with uniform coverage above 
magnitude 2.0 – 2.5 within the network. The array recorded both upgoing and downgoing direct 
rays for earthquakes up to 125 km depth, and upgoing rays of deeper events (Abers, 1992). 
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Figure 4: Map of the Shumagin Seismic Network, inset from Figure 1. Stations providing data 
for this study are shown as black triangles. 
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The Shumagin Island dataset consists of 5213 recorded events between 1982 – 1991, during 
which time digital recordings exits. Earthquakes predating digital recording, as well as ~2400 
earthquakes for which tapes could not be read are not included in this study (Reyners and Coles, 
1982). Analyst-picked P- and S- arrivals exist for 83% of the data (44626 P and 28686 S); S-
arrivals make up ~ 39% of the picks. In the recent acquisition of the dataset, 143,925 waveforms 
were recovered. Approximately 5 % of the waveforms are clipped, having amplitude responses 
that exceed the limits of the receiver.  
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Additional S-picks 
The original S-picks in the database are recorded on the vertical component of the seismograms, 
and therefore the accuracy of these picks is dubious. S-wave arrivals can give nearly the same 
accuracy of P-arrivals even though they are often obscured by P-wave coda, provided the S-
arrivals are picked on the same phase for all seismograms at each station (Deichmann and 
Garcia-Fernandez, 1992). Gomberg et al. (1990) conclude that accurately picked S-wave arrivals 
greatly increase the accuracy of locations, even with good azimuthal coverage of the seismic 
network and good P-arrivals. Conversely, even a single incorrectly picked S-arrival can decrease 
the location accuracy by several kilometers (Gomberg et al., 1990). Accurate S-wave arrival 
picks also better constrain depths in hypocenter locations (Schaff and Waldhauser, 2005). In 
order to obtain greater accuracy for our locations, 8437 new picks were made for S-arrivals on 
the horizontal channels of the three-component seismometers. Each pick is assigned an 
uncertainty (deltim), to be utilized in the data selection process for hypoDD relocation. S-phases 
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recorded on vertical component are downweighted to have a reduced influence on the double-
difference calculations. 
 
3.2.2 Data Selection 
Data from mid 1983 through 1991 are used, as the recording instruments are more reliable during 
this period. See Section 3.2.5 (Tables 4 – 6) for a summary of data processing steps. Within the 
chosen time range 4349 earthquakes were used (68087 total arrivals; 37081 P and 31006 S). 
Earthquakes to be relocated are selected with the program db2ph, which finds events within a 
given range of times, latitude, longitude, depth and a minimum number associations (nass) and 
also defines the weighting scheme for pick deltim weights (Table 1). This processing step creates 
three files of (1) all events within the given parameters, (2) the stations recording phases and (3) 
the P- and S-phases at all stations for each of these events to be used in the next processing step.  
 
Table 1 (a): Input parameters for db2ph.  
Start time 1983231 
End time 1991365 
Min latitude 53.5 
Max latitude 56 
Min longitude -164 
Max longitude -158.5 
Min depth 0 
Max depth 100 
Weight type D* 
NASS 4 
*deltim in arrival table 
(b): Weighting scheme for deltim weighting. 
Min Max Weight 
0.0 0.05 1.0 
0.05 0.1 0.8 
0.1 0.2 0.5 
0.2 10.0 0.1 
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The next step in data processing, ph2dt, calculates the travel-time differences at common stations 
for earthquake pairs from the events selected in db2ph. This travel-time information enhances the 
connectivity of events chosen for relocation. Earthquakes are selected within a minimum pick 
weight value, a maximum event-pair to station distance and maximum event-pair separation, 
maximum number of neighboring events, minimum number of event links per neighbor, and 
between a minimum and maximum number of links per pair (Table 2). The parameters in ph2dt 
are relaxed in this study to allow the maximum number of events through, to be further 
constrained in hypoDD.  
 
 
Table 2: Input parameters for ph2dt. 
Min Weight Max Dist Max Sep Max Ngh Min Link Min Obs Max Obs 
0 500 200 50 4 4 200 
 
 
Of the 3396 events selected in db2ph, 3395 are used to calculate 630340 P-phase and 524488 S-
phase travel time pairs for events at common stations as input to hypoDD. Waldhauser and 
Ellsworth, 2001 and Waldhauser, 2001 provide a thorough explanation of the ph2dt and hypoDD 
processes and parameters. 
 
 
3.2.3 Relative Relocation with hypoDD 
Precise relative earthquake locations are calculated using the hypoDD Fortran computer program 
package (Waldhauser, 2001). Double difference relative relocation using hypoDD can improve 
locations by an order of magnitude (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). This program utilizes the 
double-difference algorithm of Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000) and takes advantage of the fact 
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that if the distance between two hypocenters is small compared to the event-station distance and 
the length-scale of velocity heterogeneity, then the ray paths between the event sources and a 
common station are similar along most of the path (Frechet, 1985; Got et al., 1994). Therefore, 
differences in travel time between a hypocenter pair measured at a common station can be 
attributed to the event spatial offset (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). For a pair of events, the 
differential travel time of catalog P- and S-waves are differenced with the calculated differential 
travel time of the two events, resulting in the double-difference (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 
2000).  
 
For a large earthquake dataset, hypoDD simultaneously determines the solution for the 
hypocenter adjustment for each event, linked to several neighboring events (Waldhauser and 
Ellsworth, 2002). For each event pair, the double-difference residuals are minimized by weighted 
least squares using the conjugate gradient method (LSQR) of Paige and Saunders (1982) 
(Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). The final, high-resolution relative locations of all events are 
found by iteratively weighting and reweighting the data while simultaneously updating the 
locations and residuals of all events until a stable solution is reached (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 
2001). Through this iterative process, the catalog data are weighted to control the relative 
locations and events with large separation distances are down-weighted, with weights decreasing 
per event offset (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000).  
 
Errors in relative relocation of earthquakes may arise from multiple causes. As described by 
Pavlis (1992), poorly known earth structure results in systematic biases in hypocenter locations 
due to unmodeled anomalies that distort the relative positions. These errors increase with the 
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travel times between two events. Nonlinear effects during relocation calculations and errors in 
location estimates that propagate from measurement errors can also lead to uncertainty in relative 
hypocenter locations (Pavlis, 1992). Relative location errors commonly tend to be smaller than 
absolute location errors (Pavlis, 1992). However, the double-difference algorithm used in 
hypoDD is sensitive to errors in the absolute locations, which may result in systematic changes 
in the computed relative locations (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). Further, the hypoDD 
double-difference algorithm only relocates earthquakes relative to one another, and is sensitive to 
the accuracy of the absolute catalog locations and velocity model used to calculate the double–
difference location algorithm.  
 
The hypoDD parameters selected for this study are given in Table 3. Of the 3395 events input, 
1798 events are linked and used in the relocations. Isolated events are not relocated. During the 
relocation process, 44 events are removed due to loss of links to other events in the event-pair 
chain, removal of outlier cutoff or after being relocated as ‘airquakes’ (hypocenters that are 
relocated above ground surface). See Appendix A: I for hypoDD output. Weighting and 
reweighting of the outlier threshold (WRCT) and maximum hypocentral distance (WDCT) are 
not implemented for the first two sets of iterations, so that all input data are used in the beginning 
iterative relocation calculations. Relocations are calculated using the three-dimensional 
tomography velocity model from Abers (1994). This velocity model is rotated 30° counter-
clockwise from north, positioning one coordinate axis parallel to the arc (Abers, 1994).  
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Table 3: Input parameters for hypoDD relocations presented in this study. 
--- DATA SELECTION: 
IDAT IPHA DIST 
2 3 400 
--- EVENT CLUSTERING: 
OBSCC OBSCT MINDS MAXDS MAXGAP 
0 12 0 150 -999 
--- SOLUTION CONTROL: 
ISTART ISOLV IAQ NSET 
2 2 1 4 
 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 100 
 
 
3.2.4 hypoDD weighting parameters 
Five of the hypoDD parameters were tested to see the effect on the final locations. With each 
test, all input parameters to hypoDD are as in Table 3, with the exception of one parameter being 
tested. The input parameters and hypoDD output for each test are given in Appendix A. 
Appendix B contains maps and cross-sections of resulting earthquakes locations. 
 
Number of Neighbors  
During relative relocation, event pairs of earthquakes are linked to nearest neighbors to form a 
continuous cluster. The minimum number of links per event pair is determined by the variable 
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OBSCT. Requiring more links per event pair can break up the data into multiple clusters. 
Waldhauser (2001) recommends using the number of degrees of freedom for each event pair, 
minimum 8, or more if both P phases and S phases are being used. In these data, more events are 
selected for the main cluster by using the minimum value of 8, fewer events are considered 
isolated and left out of relocations (Appendix A: II). This parameter test resulting in the most 
airquakes: 65, with 33 removed during the first iteration. This test resulted in an RMS residual of 
87 ms, with changes in the last iterations of < 2%. The higher value of OBSCT=16 results in a 
greater number of isolated events (2281), and splits the events into a few more clusters, but with 
5 or fewer events in each. The condition number in the final iterations is half that of when 
OBSCT = 8. In the final iteration, 96% of events and 63% of travel-time pairs are used for 
OBSCT=8, compared to 87% of events and 69% travel-time data.  
 
P vs. S Weighting 
The weight of S-phases compared to P-phases does not appear to have a great influence on the 
relocations of these data. Comparison of 0.5 S to P and 0.3 S to P have similar output from 
hypoDD (Appendix A: III). However, the higher weighting of S does result in smaller changes in 
hypocenter locations and origin times through the final iterations. The higher weight of 0.8 S is 
used in this study since the addition of repacked S-arrivals on the horizontal increase confidence 
in their reliability. 
 
Outlier Cutoff 
The parameter with the most significant effect on the output from hypoDD is the cutoff threshold 
for outliers, WRCT.  In these tests, a dynamic cutoff is used as a factor to multiply the standard 
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deviation of the data during each iteration. A high value of WRCT=20 results in an output that is 
similar to the that from the parameters used in Table 3. The lower value of WRCT=1, however, 
gives very different results (Appendix A: IV), including absolute changes in hypocenter location 
and origin time of 0, a RMS residual of 0, and a low condition number below 100 by the final 
iterations. The percent RMS residual change between iterations in the last set are large (-70.5 ms, 
-83.9 ms, -86.3 ms, -60 ms). The percentage of travel-time data used drops significantly during 
iterations 15-18 and in the final iteration only 2% of travel-time data are used.  
 
Hypocentral Separation 
During each iteration, events that are located beyond the designated maximum hypocentral 
distance, WDCT, from other events in the event-pair chain are removed from the relocation 
process. Setting a smaller distance threshold allows only the closest events through to the final 
relocations. Lowering WDCT for the final two iteration sets from WDCT=100 km and 
WDCT=50, respectively, to WDCT=10 km and WDCT=5 km, respectively, results in fewer 
earthquakes being passed through the relocation calculations. With the higher separation-
distance cutoff, more events lose linkage to others in the event chain, and are dropped from the 
calculations; for these tests the final output of relocated earthquakes decreases from 1774 to 
1320.  In Figure B VII.2, where the lower values of WDCT are used, the relocated earthquakes 
are more tightly clustered and there are large (10’s of km) areas where no earthquakes have been 
located. Although the larger distance cutoffs of 100 km and 50 km do keep more events, the 
RMS residual and condition number are greater as well. The output of these tests are in 
Appendix A: V.  
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Damping 
The damping of least squares is set by the parameter DAMP, which regulates solution 
fluctuations. In these tests, the selection of damping that decreases from initially high values 
results in a slightly smaller RMS residual and the percent change in residual between each 
iteration is lower through the final iteration sets than the results of the increasing DAMP values. 
The test of increased damping, however, does give an output that shows smaller adjustments to 
the three spatial and the temporal values (Appendix A: VI).  
 
3.2.5 Summary of Data Processing Steps 
The following four tables show the number of events and phases or phase pairs at each step of 
data processing through added picks (Table 4), db2ph (Table 5), ph2dt (Table 6) and hypoDD 
(Table 7).  
 
Table 4: Additional picks, pre data processing 
 Events Total Phases P-phases S-phases 
Starting 5213 73312 44626 28686 
Added S-picks 5213 81749 44626 37123 
 
 
Table 5: Data processing in db2ph 
 Events Total Phases P-phases S-phases 
Time 4349 68087 37081 31006 
Latitude 3857 60146 32518 27628 
Longitude 3625 56535 30362 26173 
Depth 3424 52830 28387 24443 
nass 3396 52720 28326 24394 
 
  
   
Table 6: Data processing in ph2dt 
 Events P-phase pairs S-phase pairs 
Ph2dt input 3396 666914 541674 
Ph2dt selected 3395 630340 524488 
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Table 7: Data processing in hypoDD 
 Events P-phase pairs S-phase pairs 
hypoDD input 3395 630340 524488 
After gap/distance check 3395 528167 458976 
After dtime match 3383 528167 458976 
Isolated 1585 188103 170121 
Clustered 1798 340064 288855 
        Cluster 1 1794 340050 288842 
        Cluster 2 2 6 6 
        Cluster 3 2 8 7 
hypoDD relocated** 1754 223278 162192 
** 20 removed as airquakes, 24 lost connection to neighboring events or removed as outliers. 
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Chapter 4 
Results 
 
This study focuses primarily on the seismicity along the shallow interface, up to 60 km depth. 
The main thrust zone, as defined by Davies and House (1979), is the shallower portion of the 
Wadati-Benioff zone, above ~40 km depth.  Figure 5 shows the relocated seismicity compared to 
the locations of the input data for earthquakes as well as the locations for all earthquakes in the 
study area up to 120 km depth.  The subducting plate dips to the northwest. Few earthquakes at 
depths greater than 20 km are located beyond the coastline beneath the Alaskan Peninsula. There 
are clusters of earthquakes located within the upper plate, particularly in the western part of the 
field area. The overall distribution of earthquakes from the hypoDD relocations are not 
drastically changed from the input locations. However, there are some differences, as discussed 
below.  
 
In map view, there are 10 – 50 km-long streaks of earthquakes that trend ~ 140° - 136°, 
decreasing westward (Figure 5). These features are seen in Abers, 1992 and Abers et al. 1995b. 
At depth, the streaks seen in map view in the central region of the study area also correspond 
with the area on the interface that is clearly defined in cross-section, with a downward dipping 
plane of tightly clustered earthquakes that broadens abruptly at around 44 km depth (Figure 6, 7). 
When viewed in profile parallel to convergence, linear features appear to extend down from the 
bottom of the interface about 30 – 40 km depth, dipping trenchward (Figures 6 and 7). These 
features range between ~ 5-10 km in length. Between the streaks in the central region, there is an 
area ~ 75 km long and up to 20 km wide with sparse seismicity (Figure 5).  
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The subduction interface is visible as a ~5 – 8 km thick plane that increases in dip from ~30° in 
the east to 40° toward the west, as seen by Abers (1992). In the region nearest the Shumagin 
Island stations, the seismicity forms a clearly defined, clustered linear trace dipping landward, 
from about 27 km depth to about 44 km depth. At 44 km depth, there is a transition in the 
seismicity (Figures 6 and 7), where earthquakes are sparser and more spread out over a wider 
plane down dip. This transition occurs below the depth of the Moho as interpreted from receiver 
function analyses, at approximately 40 km beneath the Shumagin Gap (Janiszewski et al., 2013). 
The double seismic zone described in previous studies of the Shumagin Gap (e.g. Reyners and 
Cole, 1982; Hudnut and Taber, 1987; Abers, 1992; Ratchovsky et al., 1997) is not clearly 
defined by the relocations presented here. However, the broadening of events downdip of the 44 
km depth seismicity transition does still appear to follow a broadly spaced planar trend, which 
may coincide with upper and lower planes of the double seismic zone (Figures 6 and 9). In 
profiles parallel to the convergence orientation, the subducting plate dips shallowly until about 
35 km depth, and gradually increases in dip from ~30° - 34° between 35 and 45 km depth 
(Figure7). The interface in Profile D – D’ has a more consistent dip of ~35° but steepens to ~40° 
at 46 km depth (Figure 9). Further west, the band of seismicity broadens to ~16.5 km and the 
interface is difficult to discern (Figure 10). 
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Figure 5: Three panels show a comparison of the 3D catalog starting locations (top), Input to 
hypoDD (middle), Events relocated with hypoDD (bottom). Black arrows in bottom panel 
indicate streaks of seismicity. Earthquakes are colored by depth. 
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Figure 6: Profile A – A’. Box outlines the area of Subset 3, Profile H – H’ (Figure 14). Black line 
above cross-section indicates the area covered by Profile H – H’. Black arrows in cross-section 
indicate linear features that extend trenchward down from the plate interface. Earthquakes are 
colored by depth. Tick marks on cross-section and profile line in map view are 20 km. 
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Figure 7: Profile B – B’. Box outlines the area of Subset 2, Profile G – G’ (Figure 13). Black line 
above cross-section indicates the area covered by Profile G – G’. Black arrows in cross-section 
indicate linear features that extend trenchward down from the plate interface. Horizontal line at 
44 km depth marks the abrupt transition in seismicity character downdip. Cyan bar shows a 
thickness of 4.5 km for the plate interface. Colors and tick marks as in Figure 6. 
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Figure 8: Profile C – C’. Box outlines the area of Subset 1, Profile F – F’ (Figure 12). Black line 
above cross-section indicates the area covered by Profile F – F’. Horizontal line at 44 km depth 
marks the abrupt transition in seismicity character downdip. Cyan bars show the width of the 
lower clusters and the break in seismicity along the discontinuous interface. Colors and tick 
marks as in Figure 6. 
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Figure 9: Profile D – D’. Colors and tick marks as in Figure 6. 
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Figure 10: Profile E – E’. Cyan bar show the width of the broadly defined interface. Orange 
triangle above cross-section indicates the location of Mt. Dutton. Colors and tick marks as in 
Figure 6.  
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Seismicity is present in the overriding continental crust throughout the study area, though there 
are large clusters in the western part of the region. Around 55 latitude, -160.5 longitude (~80 – 
100 km along Profile B – B’ in Figure 7) there are two clusters of closely spaced earthquakes 
extending from ~5 – 20 km depth. The upper cluster appears to elongate landward. To the west, 
the upper crustal seismicity broadens and events are not tightly clustered seaward, toward the 
updip region of the interface. Around latitude 55.2, longitude -162.3 there is a shallow cluster 
many tightly spaced events from ~4 – 14.3 km depth, 23 km long and ~10 km wide (Figure 10). 
Many of these events occurred in mid – late 1988. This cluster lies beneath Mount Dutton, a 
small (5 km in diameter) volcano that experienced a seismic swarm between July and August 
1988, which may have occurred during emplacement of a magmatic dike into the shallow 
subsurface beneath the volcano (Miller et al., 1998). Figure 10 also shows a thick cluster of 
earthquakes extending from the seaward end of the profile in a band of seismicity that is near-
vertical.  
 
In Profile C – C’ (Figure 8), the seismicity is separated into 3 clusters, instead of the relatively 
continuous band imaged in Figures 6 and 7. The updip cluster is 9.5 km long and 5 km thick, and 
the next downdip cluster is larger, 12 km long and 7 km thick. The spacing between the two 
larger clusters is 7 km, comparable to the width of the two clusters. The third  
cluster, at ~43 km depth extends upward from the interface as a ~3 km thick, 6 km long band of 
seismicity at an angle ~30° from the interface. 
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4.1 Subsets on features in hypoDD 
The three subsets outlined in Figures 11, 13, and 14 were each run through hypoDD separately to 
gain more insight in finer scale features of these areas. The earthquakes input into hypoDD for 
each run are only those within the boundaries of the subsets. The same parameters are used the as 
with the larger dataset, with an additional final line of iterations added with WDCT=5, so that 
only the closest neighbors are linked.  
4.1.1 Subset 1: Potential Splay Fault 
In Figure 11, Profile F – F’ focuses in on the lower clusters from Figure 8. Relocation of these 
events reveal a 1.8 km wide cluster centered at 37.4 km depth. The smaller linear cluster seen at 
43 km depth in Figure 8 is not present in this subset. In map view, two linear features are visible, 
neither of which was present in the larger dataset. One is located ~3 km west of the cluster, 
trending N-S and is ~1 km long. The second linear feature is ~1.3 km long and intersects Profile 
F – F’ at 11 km. These earthquakes appear to strike within the range of ~ 247° - 254°.  Figure 12 
shows faults mapped by Bruns and Carlson (1987) in the Eastern Sanak Basin which strike 
~254°. In cross-section, the fault extends from approximately 35.5 km to 38.4 km depth, 
appearing to meet with the plate boundary; if so, that would indicate an active splay fault.   
4.1.2 Subset 2: Downdip Seismicity 
Subset 2 focuses on the streak of earthquakes in seen in map view (Figure 13) and in Profile B – 
B’ (Figure 7). The events relocated in this subset show a more planar interface than in Figure 7. 
Where the dip of the interface in Profile B – B’ gradually increases in dip, the events relocated  
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Figure 11: Subset 1, Profile F – F’. Location of this subset is outlined in Figure 8. Thin dotted 
line in cross-section indicates when the splay fault intersects the Profile F – F’. In map view, 
dashed line approximates the strike of the fault. Black arrow marks the coordinates of the 
intersection of the splay fault with Profile F – F’. Earthquakes are colored by depth. Major tick 
marks on cross-section and profile line in map view are 5 km. 
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Figure 12: Map of relocations, showing faults (black lines) as mapped by Bruns and Carlson, 
1987, with down (D) and up (U) indicators. Earthquakes are colored by depth. 
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Figure 13: Subset 2, Profile G – G’. Location of this subset is outlined in Figure 8. Dashed lines 
in cross-section approximate the dip of the interface for two discontinuous traces of the interface, 
dipping at approximately the same angle of 30°. The earthquake cluster at 44 km depth is shown 
in Figure 7 to delineate the abrupt change in seismic character from a definitive plane to broad 
and sparse. Dashed line in map view approximates the strike of a fault east of Profile G – G’. 
Colors and tick marks as in Figure 11. 
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on G – G’ show a consistent dip of ~30°. However, the interface is not continuous between 21 
and 28 km along G – G’, and the interface appears to step upward ~2.5 km over this distance. 
There may actually be a more gradual change in dip over this ~ 7 km that is not resolved in the 
relocation. The cluster of earthquakes at 44 km depth is the is the same 2 km by 2.5 km cluster in 
Figure 7 at the abrupt transition to sparse seismicity. As seen in the larger dataset, no earthquakes 
are located in the area southwest of this streak. To the east, there is a 3 km long fault that strikes 
~240°.  
 
4.1.3 Subset 3: Potential Deep-rooted faults 
The plate interface in this area is shallow (~28°) until 35 km depth, where the dip increases to 
30° (Figure 14).  The focus of Subset 3 are the linear features extending downward from the 
plate interface in Figures 6 and 7. These potential faults range between 5 – 10 km in length and 
dip trenchward away from convergence direction, over a wide range, ~37° - 64°. Note there is 
some overlap of Subsets 2 and 3; the fault to the west of H – H’ is the same in Figure 13 (east of 
G – G’). This fault is 3.7 km wide, and dips 64° trenchward. 
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Figure 14: Subset 3, Profile H – H’. Location of this subset is outlined in Figure 7. The Interface 
remains relatively shallow to ~ 36 km depth, and steepens downdip. Planes of earthquakes 
extend down from the bottom of the plate interface, dipping steeply trenchward. Colors and tick 
marks as in Figure 11. 
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4.2 Uncertainty Analyses 
4.2.1 Difference Between Initial and Final hypoDD Locations 
The distances between input locations and hypoDD relocations for individual earthquakes range 
from 0 km to 29.75 km, with a mean of 4.84 km. Seventy-two percent of earthquakes are moved 
less than 5 km. Figure 15 shows the input locations and output locations for all events. 
Histograms of total change in km distance show a bias toward a negative shift in depth, with 
73% of relocated earthquakes moving downward (Figure 16). Ninety-one percent of depth shifts 
are less than 5 km. However, it is important to note that a depth uncertainty of 5 km could 
significantly affect the structure of the thrust zone portrayed by the calculated locations.  
The histogram of horizontal location shift is highly skewed, with 85 % of earthquakes moving 
less than 5 km (Figure 16, middle). Figures 17 and 18 show the change in horizontal and vertical 
location changes for events within each of the six segments shown in Figure 15 (top). 
Histograms of total, horizontal and vertical distances for each segment are shown in Figures 19, 
20 and 21 respectively. Table 7 gives the percentage of location adjustments greater than 5 km 
for each of the segments. Fewer earthquakes in Segments 4 and 5, the area beneath the Shumagin 
Islands, are moved greater than 5 km from their starting location.  
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Table 8: Percentage of location adjustment in hypoDD for each of the six segments shown in 
Figure 17. 
 Total adjustment > 
5 km, % 
Horizontal 
adjustment > 5 km, 
% 
Vertical adjustment 
> 5 km, % 
Segment 1 44.0 24.0 8.8 
Segment 2 37.8 6.1 12.3 
Segment 3 49.8 6.4 4.8 
Segment 4 8.6 1.9 0.28 
Segment 5 10.0 2.6 0.29 
Segment 6 32.1 7.9 0.71 
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Figure 15: Map view (top) and cross-section view (bottom) showing the change in location for 
all events. Blue dots are the input locations to hypoDD. Green diamonds show the final locations 
output from hypoDD. Green bars connect the initial and final location of each individual 
earthquake.  
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Figure 16. Histograms showing the total 
(top), horizontal (middle), and vertical 
(bottom) adjustments from initial to hypoDD 
final locations for all events. 
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Figure 17: Map view showing the horizontal change from input to hypoDD output locations for 
the events within each of the six segments shown in Figure 15, top. Markers as in Figure 15.   
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Figure 18: Cross-sections for each of the six segments shown in Figure 15, top, showing the shift 
in depth between the initial and hypoDD locations. Markers as in Figure 15. 
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Figure 19: Histograms of the total distances of location change from hypoDD input to hypoDD 
output for events within each of the six segments from Figure 15. 
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Figure 20: Histograms of the horizontal distances of location change from hypoDD input to 
hypoDD output for events within each of the six segments from Figure 15. 
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Figure 21: Histograms of the vertical distances of location change from hypoDD input to 
hypoDD output for events within each of the six segments from Figure 15. 
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4.2.2 Velocity model perturbation ± 10% 
To test the effect on earthquake relocation of an incorrect velocity model, final locations from 
hypoDD are compared to locations calculated with a velocity model 10% faster and locations 
calculated with a velocity model 10% slower. The earthquake locations resulting from the faster 
velocity model are predominantly moved upward in depth (93%) and outward horizontally from 
the center of the data compared to the locations calculated using the velocity model of Abers, 
1994 (Figure 22).  Conversely, the slower velocity model results in an overall shift of events 
deeper than the locations using the unaltered velocity model, as well as an overall adjustment 
inward toward the center of the data (Figure 24). Plots and histograms of total, horizontal and 
vertical shifts from both the faster and slower velocity model results for the six segments in 
Figures 22 and 24 are presented in Appendices C and D, respectively. 
The different velocity models have a large effect on the absolute locations, as the events move up 
or down with the velocity perturbation, but there is less of an effect on the location of the events 
relative to one another. The standard deviations for the faster model locations and slower model 
locations are nearly the same, ~3.9, and smaller than the standard deviation of 4.6 for the 
locations calculated using the unaltered velocity model. Although hypoDD can accurately 
calculate earthquake locations relative to one another, the program does not have good control on 
absolute location (Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000). Thus, using an appropriate velocity model 
is an important factor in calculating accurate locations. The use of the 3D velocity model of 
Abers (1994) on the data prior to relocation in hypoDD increase confidence in the absolute 
locations that were relocated in the double-difference algorithm for this study. 
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Figure 22: Map view (top) and cross-section (bottom) of changes in locations to hypoDD output 
from using a velocity model that is 10% faster, for all events passed through hypoDD. 
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Figure 23: Histograms of the total (top), horizontal 
(middle), and vertical (bottom) distances of location 
change to hypoDD output from using a velocity 
model that is 10% faster, for all events. 
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Figure 24: Map view (top) and cross-section (bottom) of changes in locations to hypoDD output 
from using a velocity model that is 10% slower, for all events passed through hypoDD. 
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Figure 25: Histograms of the total (top), 
horizontal (middle), and vertical (bottom) 
distances of location change to hypoDD output 
from using a velocity model that is 10% slower, 
for all events. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion 
 
The results of this study are similar to previous studies of Shumagin Gap seismicity (e.g. Hudnut 
and Taber, 1987; Abers, 1992; Abers, 1994, Li et al., 2013). However, the relocated seismicity 
presented here does provide some interesting observations of the active seismicity along the 
seismogenic zone in the Shumagin Gap. Because the earthquakes in the Shumagin Gap are 
recorded by stations able to receive direct waves generated within the seismogenic zone, the 
constraint on depth is greatly improved compared to other subduction zones where on-land 
seismometers record earthquake data originating from some distance offshore. While few 
subduction zones globally provide the ability to install on-land seismometers above the 
seismogenic zone, the findings of this study do indicate an advantage to using direct seismic rays 
from the megathrust. Ocean bottom seismometers (OBS) provide a better constraint on 
subduction megathrust seismicity (e.g. Obana et al., 2015) where onland seismometers are not an 
available option. 
 
5.1 Potential Splay faults 
Recent findings by Bécel et al. (2017) illustrate an active landward dipping splay fault imaged in 
MCS Line 5 collected during the 2011 ALEUT program. The seismic reflection image shows a 
normal fault that has offset the youngest sediments at the seafloor, and extends through the crust 
to intersect the plate boundary at 35 km depth. The southwestward-striking fault in Figure 11 
intersects Profile F – F’ at 54.756, -160.756. This point is approximately 2 km east of the 
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ALEUT MCS Line 5 and 140 km from the trench, where the seismic reflection and seismicity 
data of Bécel et al. (2017) image the intersection of the recently active normal fault with the 
plate interface.  
Understanding the locations active splay faults provides important information for hazards 
assessments of the Shumagin Gap, as these faults can cause tsunami such as the catastrophic 
2011 Tohoku-oki event. The potential of rupture along splay faults greatly increases the risk of 
tsunami. Thus, identifying seismically active faults is of great importance to assessments of 
hazards in the from the Shumagin Island region. Geodetic data indicate a low strain 
accumulation rate in the Shumagin Gap (Savage et al., 1986). However, there is evidence of past 
great earthquake ruptures within the Shumagin Gap, and paleoseismic evidence indicates these 
events produced tsunami (Davies et al., 1981; Savage et al., 1986; Boyd et al., 1988; Nishenko 
and Jacob, 1990; Estabrook and Boyd, 1992). The 1946 tsunamigenic earthquake illustrates the 
significant impact of rupture in the shallow portion of the plate megathrust around the Shumagin 
Gap region. 
Occurrences of splay faults rupturing coseismically during megathrust earthquakes have been 
described in Chile and Sumatra. During the 2011 Araucania earthquake (M 7.1) in Chile, a large 
upper plate normal fault was dynamically triggered by the main thrust earthquake, 30 km away 
(Hicks and Reitbrock, 2015). Reactivated splay faults west of the Aceh basin may have ruptured 
coseismically with the December 2004 Mw 9.2 Sumatra-Andaman megathrust earthquake and 
contributed to the devastating tsunami that inundated coastlines surrounding the Indian Ocean 
(Waldhauser et al., 2012).  
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5.2 Downdip transition in thrust zone seismicity 
The abrupt transition in seismicity at ~44 km depth is visible in the five profiles presented in this 
study, particularly in Figures 6 and 7.  For older, colder subducting plates, like the Pacific plate 
in Alaska, the downdip limit to seismicity occurs beneath the intersection of the subducting slab 
with the forearc mantle (Oleskevich et al., 1999). Seismic reflection data collected offshore of 
the Alaska Peninsula indicate that the oceanic plate intersects the continental Moho at 40 km 
depth (Janiszewski et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015). The abrupt transition in of seismic character at 
44 km depth is interpreted here as the downdip limit to seismicity on the main thrust zone in the 
Shumagin Gap. 
 
5.3 Deeply rooted faults cutting the subducting plate 
The planes of seismicity extending down from the interface in Figures 6 and 7 may indicate 
faults formed from lithospheric flexure during subduction are active along the subducting slab in 
this region. Abers (1992) concluded that bending was not likely occurring in the Shumagin Gap 
as there was not a correlation seen between curvature along the interface and the locations of 
earthquakes. In MCS reflection profiles gathered near the Shumagin Gap, bending faults are 
imaged within the seafloor and the igneous basement (Shillington et al., 2015). These bending 
faults correspond with changes in hydration and seismicity of the subducting Pacific plate, and 
are aligned with preexisting structures within 10-25° of the orientation of the trench (Shillington 
et al., 2015). While the structures seen in the seismicity presented in this study are much deeper 
than those imaged by Shillington et al. (2015), they may be the deeper expression of bending-
related stresses in the subducting Pacific Plate. In the Middle America trench at Nicaragua 
bending faults cut > 20 km depth from the seafloor (Ranero et al., 2003). The depth uncertainty 
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in Segments 5 and 6 (Figures 15, 21), where these features are most prominent (along Profiles B 
– B’ and A – A’) are 2.54 km with a standard deviation of 1.22m and 3.2 km with a standard 
deviation of 1.95 km, respectively. The addition of focal mechanism analysis for the earthquakes 
that compose these potential faults would provide a more objective constraint on the processes 
and stress conditions at work here.   
 
5.4 Downdip and lateral variations in slab dip 
The change in slab dip beneath the seismicity cutoff seen in Figure 6 and 7 may have an impact 
on rupture models of the Shumagin Gap, where dip is a key input to the models. In the rupture 
models of Slab 1.0 (Hayes et al., 2012) the estimates of the potential rupture width are dependent 
in part on the dip of the interface. An inaccurate dip, which does not accurately present the 
geometry of the subducting slab, will introduce considerable error into the modeled width of the 
rupture interface (Hayes et al., 2012) 
 
5.5 Undefined updip limit to seismicity 
The updip limit of seismicity is not defined in this study. Although earthquakes are present 
seaward and southeast of ~154° latitude (Figure 5, top), these events did not have enough 
strongly linked neighboring events in these tests and were removed during the process of double-
difference relocation in hypoDD. The area seaward, to the south and southwest, is lacking station 
coverage compared to the north and northeast, which may account for some reduction in data 
quality and travel-time information. However, the events are still within good range of the 
network and are expected to have reliable recorded arrivals. The addition of waveform cross-
correlation for P and S arrivals would better constrain the locations of the hypocenters, and 
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perhaps provide better resolution of the shallow updip seismicity. Cross-correlation of 
waveforms ensures that arrivals are determined identically for all events (Deichman and Garcia-
Fernandez, 1992) and greatly increases the resolution of relative hypocenter locations (Poupinet 
et al., 1984; Frechet, 1985; Fremont and Malone, 1987; Deichmann and Garcia-Fernandez, 1992; 
Got et al., 1994; Dodge et al., 1995; Nadeau et al., 1995; Shearer, 1997; Lees, 1998; Menke, 
1999; Phillips, 2000; Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000; Morya et al., 2003; Schaff et al., 2004; 
Schaff and Waldhauser, 2005; Hauksson and Shearer, 2005). Additionally, focal mechanisms are 
needed to clearly define the downdip limit to seismicity on the main thrust interface, as well as 
differentiate between upper plate, interface, and downgoing plate seismicity. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
 
Double-difference relative relocation using hypoDD delineate a clearly defined subduction thrust 
interface beneath the Shumagin Islands in Alaska. Streaks of earthquakes trend northwest at a 
small angle to subduction orientation. At depth in the eastern portion of the study area, these 
features form a clear, defined interface between ~30 – 45 km depth. Deeply rooted faults are 
interpreted to be cutting through the subducting Pacific Plate, dipping steeply trenchward from 
about 30 – 40 km depth in the eastern section of the Shumagin Islands. The relocated seismicity 
provides a good constraint on the downdip limit to seismicity in the Shumagin Gap, where the 
interface stops abruptly. More analyses of these data are required to improve understanding of 
the seismicity updip and confidently identify and characterize the finer scale structure of the 
plate interface. In particular, waveform cross-correlation in combination with double-difference 
relative relocation can drastically improvise the accuracy of relocations. The addition of focal 
mechanisms will also provide the information needed to assess the sources of these earthquakes 
and differentiate between upper plate, lower plate, and plate boundary seismicity along the 
shallow subduction interface.  
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APPENDIX A 
hypoDD Input and Output 
 
I:  Input Parameters and hypoDD Output for Main Results Presented in this Study 
Table 9: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD relocations presented 
--- DATA SELECTION: 
IDAT IPHA DIST 
2 3 400 
--- EVENT CLUSTERING: 
OBSCC OBSCT MINDS MAXDS MAXGAP 
0 12 0 150 -999 
--- SOLUTION CONTROL: 
ISTART ISOLV IAQ NSET 
2 2 1 4 
 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 100 
 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_27.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_27.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_27.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_27.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_27.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
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Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...   Mon Jul 10 04:29:59 201761 
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1     Mon Jul 10 04:30:13 201761 
---------------------- 
Reading data ...   Mon Jul 10 04:30:13 201761 
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  224 -50.8     0 1096 1289 2815  182    0  12  396 
 2     99  99  220  -2.0     0 1065 1287 2518  176    0   2  396 
 3  1  99  99  219  -0.1   528 1063 1287 2511  176  794   0  396 
 4     99  99  208  -5.0   528  400  293  982   59  794   2  368 
 5  2  99  99  201  -3.6   522  277  296 1026   56 1084   0  365 
 6     99  99  192  -4.6   522  145  178  680   30 1084   1  362 
 7  3  99  99  192  -0.0   519  144  177  680   30 1314   0  358 
 8     99  99  190  -0.6   519   86   94  389   14 1314   1  279 
 9  4  99  99  190  -0.0   516   91   97  397   15 1504   0  279 
10  5  99  99  190  -0.1   516   80   73  351   10 1652   0  267 
11  6  99  99  190  -0.1   515   65   53  291    8 1730   0  264 
12     99  99  190  -0.1   515   66   49  331    8 1730   2  264 
13  7  99  99  186  -1.9   516   72   56  319    7 1859   0  268 
14  8  99  99  186  -0.0   515   65   45  274    7 1909   0  265 
15  9  99  95  125 -33.1   334  144  204  514   22 1961   0  206 
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16 10  99  94  116  -6.7   310   78  114  305   15 2057   0  196 
17 11  99  93  112  -3.3   302   57   77  240   11 2133   0  193 
18 12  98  71  106  -5.4   292   86  112  250   12 2172   0  190 
19 13  98  69  101  -5.2   276   50   69  179    8 2227   0  183 
20 14  98  69   98  -2.4   270   38   55  144    7 2252   0  181 
21 15  98  68   97  -1.4   266   32   43  141    5 2298   0  178 
22 16  98  68   96  -1.0   264   28   38  108    4 2328   0  173 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...   Mon Jul 10 05:05:04 201762 
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  239  -0.3   395    1    3   12    3    4   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  239  -0.3   393    1    3   11    2    7   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  238  -0.3   392    1    3   11    1   11   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  238  -0.2   391    1    2    8    1   13   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  237  -0.2   389    1    2    8    1   16   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  237  -0.2   388    1    2    8    0   18   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  236  -0.2   387    1    2    7    0   20   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  236  -0.2   386    1    2    7    0   22   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  208 -11.9   386    0    1    3    0   23   0    2 
10 10 100 100  208  -0.1   385    0    1    3    0   24   0    2 
11 11 100 100  207  -0.1   385    0    1    3    0   25   0    2 
12 12 100 100  207  -0.1   385    0    1    2    0   26   0    2 
13 13 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   26   0    2 
14 14 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   27   0    2 
15 15 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   28   0    2 
16 16 100 100  207  -0.1   383    0    1    2    0   28   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...   Mon Jul 10 05:05:07 201762 
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
 63 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  630  -0.8  1427   11   10   30    1   30   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  625  -0.8  1418   11    9   29    2   59   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  619  -0.8  1409   10    9   29    2   88   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  616  -0.6  1402    7    7   20    2  108   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  612  -0.6  1396    7    7   20    2  128   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  609  -0.6  1391    7    7   20    1  147   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  605  -0.5  1385    7    6   19    1  167   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  602  -0.5  1379    7    6   19    1  186   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  504 -16.2  1377    3    4    7    1  193   0    2 
10 10 100 100  503  -0.2  1375    3    4    7    1  201   0    2 
11 11 100 100  502  -0.2  1372    3    4    7    1  208   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished.  
 
 
II: OBSCT Tests 
OBSCT=8 
Table 10: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD OBSCT Test 1 
--- DATA SELECTION: 
IDAT IPHA DIST 
2 3 400 
--- EVENT CLUSTERING: 
OBSCC OBSCT MINDS MAXDS MAXGAP 
0 8 0 150 -999 
--- SOLUTION CONTROL: 
ISTART ISOLV IAQ NSET 
2 2 1 4 
 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
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3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_12.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_12.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_12.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_12.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_12.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  2606 
Isolated events:   777 
# clusters:    2 
Cluster   1:  2604 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  2604 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  502990 
# catalog S dtimes =  428407 
# dtimes total =   931397 
    after gap/distance check:   831375 ( 89%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      442586      388789 
# events after dtime match =       2604 
 65 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  2604 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  252 -62.5     0 1599 1854 3991  266    0  33  568 
 2     99  99  231  -8.3     0 1512 1750 3486  248    0   1  553 
 3  1  99  99  231  -0.1   537 1510 1750 3484  248  974   0  553 
 4     99  99  221  -4.2   537  659  547 1574   83  974   7  523 
 5  2  98  98  221  -0.2   525  650  535 1529   82 1496   0  519 
 6     98  98  209  -5.1   525  380  362  995   43 1496   7  495 
 7  3  98  98  200  -4.3   521  403  316  995   42 1511   0  497 
 8     98  98  199  -0.5   521  241  178  638   21 1511   1  395 
 9  4  98  98  199   0.0   519  242  177  637   21 1645   0  395 
10     98  98  198  -0.7   519  179  140  647   17 1645   2  398 
11  5  98  98  198  -0.0   516  178  145  635   17 1880   0  398 
12     98  98  200   0.9   516  214  149  570   16 1880   1  393 
13  6  98  98  200  -0.0   514  214  149  571   16 1873   0  393 
14  7  98  98  198  -0.7   513  178  118  423   13 1900   0  385 
15     98  98  198   0.1   513  138  120  420   12 1900   1  379 
16  8  98  98  198  -0.0   515  138  120  420   12 2016   0  379 
17  9  98  93  122 -38.5   345  216  289  618   30 1967   0  323 
18     98  91  112  -8.2   345  120  167  382   21 1967   1  320 
19 10  98  91  110  -1.4   302  122  170  387   21 2052   0  316 
20     98  90  107  -3.5   302   85  118  298   15 2052   1  308 
21 11  98  90  106  -0.7   292   86  119  299   16 2144   0  311 
22 12  96  67   99  -6.5   288  117  146  301   15 2001   0  265 
23 13  96  65   93  -6.1   267   70   87  206   10 2069   0  253 
24 14  96  64   90  -3.0   258   56   64  168    8 2125   0  249 
25 15  96  64   88  -1.9   253   46   53  157    7 2154   0  241 
26     96  63   87  -1.2   253   40   46  152    6 2154   1  238 
27 16  96  63   87  -0.3   256   40   47  153    6 2212   0  238 
 
writing out results ... 
 WARNING: org time diff > 5s for         4772 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       4 
# dtimes total =       10 
    after gap/distance check:        9 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           5           4 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
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        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  406  -0.2  1746    2    1   21    3   11   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  405  -0.2  1740    2    1   21    2   23   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  404  -0.2  1734    2    1   21    1   34   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  404  -0.1  1730    2    0   15    1   42   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  403  -0.1  1726    2    0   15    0   50   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  403  -0.1  1722    2    0   15    0   58   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  402  -0.1  1718    2    0   15    0   66   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  401  -0.1  1714    2    0   15    0   73   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  324 -19.3  1712    1    0    6    0   76   0    2 
10 10 100 100  324  -0.0  1711    1    0    6    0   80   0    2 
11 11 100 100  324  -0.0  1709    1    0    6    0   83   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
OBSCT=16 
Table 11: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD OBSCT Test 2 
--- DATA SELECTION: 
IDAT IPHA DIST 
2 3 400 
--- EVENT CLUSTERING: 
OBSCC OBSCT MINDS MAXDS MAXGAP 
0 16 0 150 -999 
--- SOLUTION CONTROL: 
ISTART ISOLV IAQ NSET 
2 2 1 4 
 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_28.loc 
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 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_28.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_28.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_28.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_28.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1102 
Isolated events:  2281 
# clusters:    5 
Cluster   1:  1089 events 
Cluster   2:     5 events 
Cluster   3:     4 events 
Cluster   4:     2 events 
Cluster   5:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1089 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  183450 
# catalog S dtimes =  157944 
# dtimes total =   341394 
    after gap/distance check:   319182 ( 93%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      169981      149201 
# events after dtime match =       1089 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1089 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  219 -43.6     0  672 1001 2040  125    0   8  292 
 2     99  99  214  -2.2     0  674 1005 1955  124    0   2  287 
 3  1  99  99  214  -0.0   553  669 1006 1935  124  506   0  287 
 4     99  99  198  -7.5   553  176  203  768   43  506   1  273 
 5  2  99  99  198  -0.1   524  173  202  759   43  920   0  273 
 6  3  99  99  187  -5.7   498   85  140  432   31 1170   0  270 
 7  4  99  99  184  -1.3   499   44   77  288   14 1253   0  210 
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 8     99  99  183  -0.4   499   35   55  216    9 1253   1  202 
 9  5  99  99  183  -0.0   502   35   54  215    9 1416   0  202 
10  6  99  99  183  -0.2   504   32   47  180    7 1503   0  195 
11     99  99  183  -0.1   504   32   45  218    6 1503   1  190 
12  7  99  99  183  -0.0   505   33   43  181    6 1620   0  190 
13  8  99  99  183  -0.0   503   28   34  162    5 1632   0  190 
14  9  99  95  126 -30.8   336  106  166  359   15 1615   0  145 
15 10  99  94  119  -6.1   308   54   92  223   11 1699   0  141 
16 11  99  94  116  -2.6   296   36   60  164    8 1774   0  135 
17 12  97  71  111  -3.8   281   59   82  183    8 1789   0  117 
18 13  97  70  106  -4.6   267   31   47  120    6 1840   0  113 
19 14  97  70  104  -2.0   261   22   34   94    4 1879   0  112 
20 15  97  70  103  -1.0   260   19   27   90    4 1926   0  107 
21 16  97  69  102  -0.6   259   16   23   85    3 1957   0  105 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     5 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =     117 
# catalog S dtimes =      85 
# dtimes total =      202 
    after gap/distance check:      157 ( 78%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0          93          64 
# events after dtime match =          5 
# stations =     10 
Initial trial sources =     5 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  348  -4.5  2214   34   23   81    5   21   0    4 
 2  2 100 100  335  -3.7  2180   30   20   72    5   39   0    4 
 3  3 100 100  324  -3.2  2150   25   19   64    4   56   0    4 
 4  4 100 100  318  -2.0  2132   16   13   42    3   68   0    4 
 5  5 100 100  312  -1.8  2114   15   13   39    3   80   0    4 
 6  6 100 100  307  -1.5  2099   13   13   36    2   90   0    4 
 7  7 100 100  304  -1.2  2085   12   13   34    2  100   0    4 
 8  8 100 100  300  -1.2  2072   11   12   31    2  110   0    4 
 9  9 100  99  225 -25.0   584    3    7    6    1  110   0    3 
10 10 100  98  221  -1.6   505    3    7    6    1  110   0    3 
11 11 100  98  221  -0.2   507    3    7    5    1  110   0    3 
12 12  80  59  169 -23.7   363    1    3    1    0  327   0    3 
13 13  80  59  167  -0.9   362    1    3    1    0  327   0    3 
14 14  80  59  167  -0.2   362    1    3    1    0  327   0    3 
15 15  80  59  166  -0.2   362    1    3    1    0  327   0    3 
16 16  80  59  166  -0.2   361    1    3    1    0  327   0    3 
 
writing out results ... 
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RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     4 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =      50 
# catalog S dtimes =      35 
# dtimes total =       85 
    after gap/distance check:       79 ( 93%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0          45          34 
# events after dtime match =          4 
# stations =     10 
Initial trial sources =     4 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  207  -1.5   532   16    7   92    1   79   0    4 
 2  2 100 100  204  -1.4   528   15    7   88    1  155   0    4 
 3  3 100 100  202  -1.2   524   14    6   82    1  226   0    4 
 4  4 100 100  200  -0.9   522   10    4   58    1  275   0    3 
 5  5 100 100  198  -0.8   519   10    4   56    1  322   0    3 
 6  6 100 100  197  -0.8   517    9    4   53    1  367   0    3 
 7  7 100 100  195  -0.7   514    9    4   49    1  407   0    3 
 8  8 100 100  194  -0.7   512    9    4   46    1  444   0    3 
 9  9 100 100  168 -13.3   512    3    2   18    0  461   0    3 
10 10 100 100  168  -0.4   511    3    2   18    0  478   0    3 
11 11 100 100  167  -0.5   510    3    2   18    0  495   0    3 
12 12 100 100  157  -5.7   511    2    2   18    0  513   0    3 
13 13 100 100  157  -0.5   511    2    2   18    0  531   0    3 
14 14 100 100  156  -0.6   510    2    2   18    0  548   0    3 
15 15 100 100  155  -0.5   510    2    2   17    0  565   0    3 
16 16 100 100  154  -0.6   510    2    2   17    0  581   0    3 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 4      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =      10 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       17 
    after gap/distance check:       16 ( 94%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           9           7 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      9 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
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        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  496  -0.1  1813    6    0   44    0    3   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  495  -0.1  1810    5    0   44    0    6   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  495  -0.1  1807    5    0   42    0    8   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  494  -0.1  1805    4    0   30    0   10   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  494  -0.1  1803    4    0   30    0   11   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  493  -0.1  1801    4    0   29    0   12   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  493  -0.1  1799    4    0   29    0   13   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  492  -0.1  1797    4    0   29    0   13   0    2 
 9  9 100  94  212 -56.8   467    1    1   12    0   25   0    2 
10 10 100  94  209  -1.8   466    1    1   12    0   37   0    2 
11 11 100  94  208  -0.2   465    1    1   12    0   49   0    2 
12 12 100  94  208  -0.1   464    1    1    9    0   58   0    2 
13 13 100  94  208  -0.2   463    1    1    9    0   67   0    2 
14 14 100  94  207  -0.2   463    1    1    9    0   77   0    2 
15 15 100  94  207  -0.2   462    1    1    9    0   86   0    2 
16 16 100  94  206  -0.2   461    1    0    9    0   95   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 5      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =      10 
# catalog S dtimes =       9 
# dtimes total =       19 
    after gap/distance check:       17 ( 89%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           9           8 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      9 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  349  -0.3   695    5    5    2    1    2   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  349  -0.2   695    5    5    2    1    3   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  348  -0.2   695    5    5    2    1    5   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  347  -0.1   695    4    3    1    1    6   0    3 
 5  5 100 100  347  -0.1   695    3    3    1    1    8   0    3 
 6  6 100 100  346  -0.1   695    3    3    1    1    9   0    3 
 7  7 100 100  346  -0.2   695    3    3    1    1   10   0    3 
 8  8 100 100  345  -0.2   695    3    3    1    1   11   0    3 
 9  9 100 100  299 -13.4   696    2    1    1    1   12   0    2 
10 10 100 100  299  -0.1   697    2    1    1    0   12   0    2 
11 11 100 100  291  -2.6   697    2    0    1    0   12   0    2 
12 12 100 100  290  -0.1   698    2    0    1    0   12   0    2 
13 13 100 100  290  -0.1   699    2    0    1    0   12   0    2 
14 14 100 100  297   2.4   699    1    0    1    0   13   0    2 
15 15 100 100  297  -0.1   699    1    0    1    0   13   0    2 
16 16 100 100  296  -0.1   700    1    0    1    0   13   0    2 
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writing out results ... 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
III: P vs. S Weighting Tests 
P=1.0, S=0.5 
Table 12: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD P to S weighting Test 1 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.50 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.50 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.50 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.50 6 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_30.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_30.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_30.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_30.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_30.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
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# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  201 -56.4     0 1091 1279 2865  178    0  11  399 
 2  1  99  99  198  -1.6   573 1064 1270 2583  174  843   0  399 
 3     99  99  184  -7.0   573  367  355 1051   68  843   2  377 
 4  2  99  99  178  -3.4   574  265  329  960   62 1079   0  379 
 5  3  99  99  175  -1.4   573  121  146  568   28 1312   0  361 
 6     99  99  175  -0.4   573   70   78  385   15 1312   1  279 
 7  4  99  99  175  -0.0   575   69   77  384   15 1485   0  276 
 8  5  99  99  174  -0.2   575   64   62  346   11 1635   0  270 
 9     99  99  174  -0.0   575   62   49  302    9 1635   1  270 
10  6  99  99  174  -0.1   575   59   48  304    9 1770   0  267 
11  7  99  99  174  -0.1   575   52   38  271    8 1887   0  265 
12  8  99  99  174  -0.0   575   49   36  276    7 1936   0  264 
13  9  99  95  120 -31.0   342  127  177  444   20 2005   0  208 
14 10  99  93  112  -6.4   318   69  101  269   14 2097   0  205 
15 11  99  93  109  -3.1   308   51   72  222   11 2178   0  200 
16 12  98  70  102  -6.6   298   84  111  240   11 2189   0  187 
17 13  98  68   96  -5.5   278   49   69  184    8 2247   0  182 
18 14  98  68   94  -2.4   271   36   51  142    7 2276   0  177 
19 15  98  67   92  -1.4   267   29   42  119    5 2315   0  172 
20     98  67   92  -0.9   267   27   36  113    5 2315   1  169 
21 16  98  67   91  -0.2   266   27   37  113    5 2350   0  169 
 
writing out results ... 
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RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  253  -0.6   394    2    4   17    3    8   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  252  -0.5   391    2    4   17    2   15   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  251  -0.5   389    2    4   16    1   22   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  250  -0.3   387    2    3   11    1   27   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  249  -0.4   386    2    3   11    1   32   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  248  -0.3   384    1    3   11    1   37   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  247  -0.3   382    1    3   11    1   42   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  246  -0.3   381    1    3    9    1   45   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  213 -13.6   380    0    1    4    0   46   0    2 
10 10 100 100  213  -0.1   379    0    1    4    0   47   0    2 
11 11 100 100  212  -0.1   379    0    1    3    0   48   0    2 
12 12 100 100  212  -0.1   378    0    1    2    0   48   0    2 
13 13 100 100  212  -0.1   378    0    1    2    0   48   0    2 
14 14 100 100  211  -0.2   377    0    1    2    0   48   0    2 
15 15 100 100  211  -0.1   377    0    1    2    0   49   0    2 
16 16 100 100  211  -0.1   376    0    1    2    0   49   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
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  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  531  -0.6  1429    8    9   22    1   22   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  528  -0.7  1423    8    9   21    1   43   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  524  -0.6  1416    8    8   21    1   64   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  522  -0.5  1412    5    6   15    1   79   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  520  -0.4  1407    5    6   15    1   94   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  518  -0.4  1403    5    6   14    1  108   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  515  -0.4  1399    5    6   14    1  122   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  513  -0.4  1395    5    6   14    1  136   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  458 -10.9  1393    2    3    6    1  142   0    2 
10 10 100 100  457  -0.2  1391    2    3    6    1  148   0    2 
11 11 100 100  456  -0.2  1390    2    3    6    0  153   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished.  
 
 
 
P=1.0, S=0.3 
Table 13: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD P to S weighting Test 2 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.30 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.30 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.30 6 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.30 6 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_31.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_31.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_31.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_31.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_31.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
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Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  185 -60.7     0 1093 1294 2956  179    0  11  412 
 2  1  99  99  183  -1.4   608 1069 1279 2678  175  864   0  412 
 3     99  99  171  -6.6   608  287  393 1075   73  864   1  394 
 4  2  99  99  166  -2.6   603  266  339  972   71 1139   0  395 
 5     99  99  164  -1.1   603  122  167  596   32 1139   1  372 
 6  3  99  99  164  -0.0   608  122  177  598   32 1427   0  372 
 7  4  99  99  164  -0.4   608   78   96  406   17 1624   0  290 
 8  5  99  99  163  -0.2   610   82   75  351   13 1801   0  284 
 9  6  99  99  163  -0.1   610   76   63  303   11 1967   0  278 
10  7  99  99  163  -0.1   610   68   52  265    9 2084   0  274 
11     99  99  163  -0.1   610   60   48  250    8 2084   1  277 
12  8  99  99  163  -0.0   611   60   48  256    8 2164   0  277 
13  9  99  94  119 -27.1   350  107  153  360   17 2164   0  209 
14 10  99  93  111  -6.2   322   61   92  248   13 2228   0  205 
15 11  99  92  108  -2.9   312   44   67  195   10 2271   0  198 
16 12  98  68  100  -7.5   306   84  113  234   11 2320   0  190 
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17 13  98  67   95  -5.3   308   48   66  163    8 2368   0  182 
18 14  98  66   92  -2.7   309   38   50  145    6 2407   0  177 
19 15  98  66   91  -1.5   310   31   38  123    5 2459   0  172 
20 16  98  66   90  -0.9   311   27   35  109    4 2471   0  172 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  270  -0.8   393    3    5   28    3   18   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  268  -0.7   390    3    5   28    2   36   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  266  -0.6   387    3    5   27    1   53   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  265  -0.5   385    2    4   19    1   65   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  264  -0.4   383    2    3   19    1   78   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  263  -0.4   381    2    3   19    1   90   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  262  -0.4   379    2    3   12    1   96   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  260  -0.4   377    2    3   12    1  102   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  222 -14.7   376    1    1    3    0  102   0    2 
10 10 100 100  222  -0.1   376    1    1    3    0  103   0    2 
11 11 100 100  222  -0.1   375    1    1    3    0  103   0    2 
12 12 100 100  221  -0.1   374    1    1    2    0  103   0    2 
13 13 100 100  221  -0.1   373    1    1    2    0  104   0    2 
14 14 100 100  221  -0.1   373    1    1    2    0  104   0    2 
15 15 100 100  221  -0.1   372    1    1    2    0  104   0    2 
16 16 100 100  221  -0.1   372    1    1    2    0  105   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
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    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  478  -0.5  1430    6    8   17    1   17   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  476  -0.6  1425    6    8   17    1   33   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  473  -0.5  1421    6    8   16    1   50   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  471  -0.4  1417    4    6   11    1   61   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  470  -0.4  1414    4    6   11    1   72   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  468  -0.4  1410    4    6   11    1   83   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  466  -0.3  1407    4    6   11    1   94   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  465  -0.3  1404    4    5   11    1  105   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  440  -5.4  1403    2    3    5    1  110   0    2 
10 10 100 100  439  -0.1  1401    2    3    5    0  114   0    2 
11 11 100 100  438  -0.2  1400    2    3    5    0  119   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
IV: WRCT Tests 
WRCT 3rd and 4th Iteration sets=20 
Table 14: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD WRCT Test 1 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 20 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 20 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
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OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_32.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_32.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_32.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_32.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_32.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  224 -50.8     0 1096 1289 2815  182    0  12  396 
 2     99  99  220  -2.0     0 1065 1287 2518  176    0   2  396 
 3  1  99  99  219  -0.1   528 1063 1287 2511  176  794   0  396 
 4     99  99  208  -5.0   528  400  293  982   59  794   2  368 
 5  2  99  99  201  -3.6   522  277  296 1026   56 1084   0  365 
 6     99  99  192  -4.6   522  145  178  680   30 1084   1  362 
 7  3  99  99  192  -0.0   519  144  177  680   30 1314   0  358 
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 8     99  99  190  -0.6   519   86   94  389   14 1314   1  279 
 9  4  99  99  190  -0.0   516   91   97  397   15 1504   0  279 
10  5  99  99  190  -0.1   516   80   73  351   10 1652   0  267 
11  6  99  99  190  -0.1   515   65   53  291    8 1730   0  264 
12     99  99  190  -0.1   515   66   49  331    8 1730   2  264 
13  7  99  99  186  -1.9   516   72   56  319    7 1859   0  268 
14  8  99  99  186  -0.0   515   65   45  274    7 1909   0  265 
15  9  99  98  164 -11.8   513   96  107  393   12 1954   0  200 
16 10  99  98  163  -0.9   516   52   56  250    7 2025   0  191 
17 11  99  98  162  -0.3   522   43   41  213    6 2101   0  183 
18 12  98  74  155  -4.3   515  111  144  345   14 2164   0  192 
19 13  98  74  153  -1.3   521   57   76  234    9 2253   0  183 
20 14  98  74  153  -0.3   523   48   56  186    7 2308   0  176 
21 15  98  73  153  -0.1   530   41   44  167    5 2386   0  175 
22 16  98  73  153  -0.1   531   34   37  150    4 2414   0  173 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  239  -0.3   395    1    3   12    2    4   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  239  -0.3   393    1    3   11    1    7   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  238  -0.3   392    1    3   11    1   11   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  238  -0.2   391    1    2    8    1   13   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  237  -0.2   389    1    2    8    1   16   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  237  -0.2   388    1    2    8    0   18   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  236  -0.2   387    1    2    7    0   20   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  236  -0.2   386    1    2    7    0   22   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  235  -0.4   386    0    1    4    0   24   0    2 
10 10 100 100  235  -0.1   385    0    1    4    0   25   0    2 
11 11 100 100  234  -0.1   384    0    1    4    0   26   0    2 
12 12 100 100  234  -0.1   384    0    1    3    0   27   0    2 
13 13 100 100  234  -0.1   384    0    1    3    0   27   0    2 
14 14 100 100  234  -0.1   383    0    1    3    0   28   0    2 
15 15 100 100  234  -0.1   383    0    1    3    0   29   0    2 
16 16 100 100  234  -0.1   382    0    1    3    0   30   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
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RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  630  -0.8  1427   11   10   30    1   30   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  625  -0.8  1418   11    9   29    2   59   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  619  -0.8  1409   10    9   29    2   88   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  616  -0.6  1402    7    7   20    2  108   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  612  -0.6  1396    7    7   20    2  128   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  609  -0.6  1391    7    7   20    1  147   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  605  -0.5  1385    7    6   19    1  167   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  602  -0.5  1379    7    6   19    1  186   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  597  -0.8  1376    4    3   10    1  196   0    2 
10 10 100 100  596  -0.3  1373    3    3   10    1  205   0    2 
11 11 100 100  594  -0.3  1370    3    3   10    1  215   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
WRCT 3rd and 4th Iteration sets=1 
Table 15: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD WRCT Test 2 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 1 50 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 1 20 100 
 
Output: 
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starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_33.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_33.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_33.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_33.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_33.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
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 1    100 100  224 -50.8     0 1096 1289 2815  182    0  12  396 
 2     99  99  220  -2.0     0 1065 1287 2518  176    0   2  396 
 3  1  99  99  219  -0.1   528 1063 1287 2511  176  794   0  396 
 4     99  99  208  -5.0   528  400  293  982   59  794   2  368 
 5  2  99  99  201  -3.6   522  277  296 1026   56 1084   0  365 
 6     99  99  192  -4.6   522  145  178  680   30 1084   1  362 
 7  3  99  99  192  -0.0   519  144  177  680   30 1314   0  358 
 8     99  99  190  -0.6   519   86   94  389   14 1314   1  279 
 9  4  99  99  190  -0.0   516   91   97  397   15 1504   0  279 
10  5  99  99  190  -0.1   516   80   73  351   10 1652   0  267 
11  6  99  99  190  -0.1   515   65   53  291    8 1730   0  264 
12     99  99  190  -0.1   515   66   49  331    8 1730   2  264 
13  7  99  99  186  -1.9   516   72   56  319    7 1859   0  268 
14  8  99  99  186  -0.0   515   65   45  274    7 1909   0  265 
15  9  99  60   45 -75.6    93  114  152  289   15 1856   0  166 
16 10  99  38   21 -53.9    40   51   56  106    5 1863   0  130 
17 11  99  25   10 -53.3    20   24   25   45    2 1863   0  101 
18 12  98  13    4 -56.6     9   12   12   17    1 1871   0   77 
19 13  98   8    1 -70.5     4    4    4    6    0 1871   0   57 
20 14  97   5    0 -83.9     1    1    1    1    0 1884   0   41 
21 15  95   3    0 -86.3     0    0    0    0    0 1832   0   29 
22 16  91   2    0 -60.0     0    0    0    0    0 1839   0   21 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  239  -0.3   395    1    3   12    0    4   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  239  -0.3   393    1    3   11    0    7   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  238  -0.3   392    1    3   11    1   11   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  238  -0.2   391    1    2    8    0   13   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  237  -0.2   389    1    2    8    0   16   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  237  -0.2   388    1    2    8    0   18   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  236  -0.2   387    1    2    7    0   20   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  236  -0.2   386    1    2    7    0   22   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
 9  9 100  58   73 -69.1   146    0    0    1    0   22   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
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10 10 100  50   63 -12.8   116    0    0    4    0   18   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
11 11 100  42   58  -8.7   100    0    0    4    0   15   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
12 12 100  17   46 -21.3    46    0    0    1    0   14   0    1 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  630  -0.8  1427   11   10   30    1   30   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  625  -0.8  1418   11    9   29    2   59   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  619  -0.8  1409   10    9   29    2   88   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  616  -0.6  1402    7    7   20    2  108   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  612  -0.6  1396    7    7   20    2  128   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  609  -0.6  1391    7    7   20    1  147   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  605  -0.5  1385    7    6   19    1  167   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  602  -0.5  1379    7    6   19    1  186   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
 9  9 100  62  187 -69.0   554    0    0    1    1  187   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
10 10 100  31   46 -75.6   256    0    0    0    0  187   0    2 
 >>> Warning: ndt < 4*nev 
11 11 100  15   26 -43.0    21    0    0    0    0  187   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
V: WDCT Tests 
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WDCT 3rd Iteration set=100, WDCT 4th Iteration set=50 
Table 16: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD WDCT Test 1 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 100 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_34.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_34.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_34.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_34.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_34.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
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# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  224 -50.8     0 1096 1289 2815  182    0  12  396 
 2     99  99  220  -2.0     0 1065 1287 2518  176    0   2  396 
 3  1  99  99  219  -0.1   528 1063 1287 2511  176  794   0  396 
 4     99  99  208  -5.0   528  400  293  982   59  794   2  368 
 5  2  99  99  201  -3.6   522  277  296 1026   56 1084   0  365 
 6     99  99  192  -4.6   522  145  178  680   30 1084   1  362 
 7  3  99  99  192  -0.0   519  144  177  680   30 1314   0  358 
 8     99  99  190  -0.6   519   86   94  389   14 1314   1  279 
 9  4  99  99  190  -0.0   516   91   97  397   15 1504   0  279 
10  5  99  99  190  -0.1   516   80   73  351   10 1652   0  267 
11  6  99  99  190  -0.1   515   65   53  291    8 1730   0  264 
12     99  99  190  -0.1   515   66   49  331    8 1730   2  264 
13  7  99  99  186  -1.9   516   72   56  319    7 1859   0  268 
14  8  99  99  186  -0.0   515   65   45  274    7 1909   0  265 
15  9  99  96  127 -31.7   335  134  196  482   21 1942   0  190 
16 10  99  94  119  -6.5   311   74  112  288   15 2025   0  183 
17 11  99  93  115  -3.2   304   52   79  228   11 2093   0  180 
18 12  99  92  111  -3.8   298   53   65  213    9 2180   0  164 
19 13  99  92  109  -1.4   294   37   47  170    7 2230   0  163 
20     99  92  108  -0.9   294   31   40  140    6 2230   1  158 
21 14  99  92  108  -0.2   292   31   40  140    6 2293   0  158 
22 15  99  92  107  -0.5   291   26   37  132    5 2354   0  159 
23 16  99  92  107  -0.4   290   26   34  130    5 2379   0  159 
 
writing out results ... 
 WARNING: org time diff > 5s for         2012 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
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Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  239  -0.3   395    1    3   12    3    4   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  239  -0.3   393    1    3   11    2    7   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  238  -0.3   392    1    3   11    1   11   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  238  -0.2   391    1    2    8    1   13   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  237  -0.2   389    1    2    8    1   16   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  237  -0.2   388    1    2    8    0   18   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  236  -0.2   387    1    2    7    0   20   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  236  -0.2   386    1    2    7    0   22   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  208 -11.9   386    0    1    3    0   23   0    2 
10 10 100 100  208  -0.1   385    0    1    3    0   24   0    2 
11 11 100 100  207  -0.1   385    0    1    3    0   25   0    2 
12 12 100 100  207  -0.1   385    0    1    2    0   26   0    2 
13 13 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   26   0    2 
14 14 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   27   0    2 
15 15 100 100  207  -0.1   384    0    1    2    0   28   0    2 
16 16 100 100  207  -0.1   383    0    1    2    0   28   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  630  -0.8  1427   11   10   30    1   30   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  625  -0.8  1418   11    9   29    2   59   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  619  -0.8  1409   10    9   29    2   88   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  616  -0.6  1402    7    7   20    2  108   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  612  -0.6  1396    7    7   20    2  128   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  609  -0.6  1391    7    7   20    1  147   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  605  -0.5  1385    7    6   19    1  167   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  602  -0.5  1379    7    6   19    1  186   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  504 -16.2  1377    3    4    7    1  193   0    2 
10 10 100 100  503  -0.2  1375    3    4    7    1  201   0    2 
11 11 100 100  502  -0.2  1372    3    4    7    1  208   0    2 
12 12 100 100  501  -0.2  1371    2    3    6    1  214   0    2 
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13 13 100 100  501  -0.2  1369    2    3    6    0  220   0    2 
14 14 100 100  500  -0.2  1367    2    3    6    0  226   0    2 
15 15 100 100  499  -0.2  1366    2    3    6    0  232   0    2 
16 16 100 100  498  -0.2  1364    2    3    6    0  237   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
WDCT 3rd Iteration set=10, WDCT 4th Iteration set=5 
Table 17: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD WDCT Test2 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 55 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 65 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 10 90 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 5 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_35.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_35.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_35.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_35.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_35.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
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    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  224 -50.8     0 1096 1289 2815  182    0  12  396 
 2     99  99  220  -2.0     0 1065 1287 2518  176    0   2  396 
 3  1  99  99  219  -0.1   528 1063 1287 2511  176  794   0  396 
 4     99  99  208  -5.0   528  400  293  982   59  794   2  368 
 5  2  99  99  201  -3.6   522  277  296 1026   56 1084   0  365 
 6     99  99  192  -4.6   522  145  178  680   30 1084   1  362 
 7  3  99  99  192  -0.0   519  144  177  680   30 1314   0  358 
 8     99  99  190  -0.6   519   86   94  389   14 1314   1  279 
 9  4  99  99  190  -0.0   516   91   97  397   15 1504   0  279 
10  5  99  99  190  -0.1   516   80   73  351   10 1652   0  267 
11  6  99  99  190  -0.1   515   65   53  291    8 1730   0  264 
12     99  99  190  -0.1   515   66   49  331    8 1730   2  264 
13  7  99  99  186  -1.9   516   72   56  319    7 1859   0  268 
14  8  99  99  186  -0.0   515   65   45  274    7 1909   0  265 
15  9  94  41  110 -41.1   337  171  228  471   21 1829   0  171 
16 10  93  39   91 -17.0   273   82  119  273   13 1810   0  162 
17 11  93  38   84  -8.2   252   53   80  188   10 1810   0  157 
18 12  75  23   76  -8.6   248   42   53  147    6 1917   0   93 
19 13  74  23   70  -8.3   218   27   39   93    5 1932   0   91 
20 14  74  22   67  -4.4   205   21   33   77    4 1944   0   89 
21 15  74  22   65  -2.7   198   18   29   63    3 1928   0   89 
22 16  74  22   64  -1.8   193   15   24   58    3 1927   0   87 
 
writing out results ... 
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RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  239  -0.3   395    1    3   12    2    4   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  239  -0.3   393    1    3   11    1    7   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  238  -0.3   392    1    3   11    1   11   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  238  -0.2   391    1    2    8    1   13   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  237  -0.2   389    1    2    8    1   16   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  237  -0.2   388    1    2    8    0   18   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  236  -0.2   387    1    2    7    0   20   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  236  -0.2   386    1    2    7    0   22   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  630  -0.8  1427   11   10   30    1   30   0    3 
 2  2 100 100  625  -0.8  1418   11    9   29    2   59   0    3 
 3  3 100 100  619  -0.8  1409   10    9   29    2   88   0    3 
 4  4 100 100  616  -0.6  1402    7    7   20    2  108   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  612  -0.6  1396    7    7   20    2  128   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  609  -0.6  1391    7    7   20    1  147   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  605  -0.5  1385    7    6   19    1  167   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  602  -0.5  1379    7    6   19    1  186   0    2 
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  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
 
 
VI: DAMP Tests 
DAMP decreasing: 400, 300, 200, 100 
Table 18: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD Damping Test 1 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 400 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 300 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 200 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 100 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_36.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_36.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_36.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_36.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_36.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
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    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  259 -43.0     0  439  527 1112   54    0   7   31 
 2  1 100 100  234  -9.8   575  395  501  991   51  168   0   31 
 3    100 100  221  -5.4   575  162  204  374   22  168   1   30 
 4  2 100 100  212  -4.2   558  155  206  363   22  250   0   30 
 5  3 100 100  207  -2.3   550   94  129  242   15  320   0   29 
 6    100 100  203  -2.1   550  107  147  279   19  320   1   41 
 7  4  99 100  203  -0.1   545  107  147  280   19  393   0   41 
 8     99 100  200  -1.3   545   79  107  215   15  393   1   39 
 9  5  99 100  200  -0.1   542   79  107  215   15  444   0   39 
10  6  99 100  198  -0.9   540   62   82  172   12  476   0   38 
11  7  99 100  197  -0.6   538   52   65  146   10  512   0   38 
12  8  99 100  196  -0.5   536   44   54  128    9  542   0   36 
13  9  99  96  129 -34.0   338  123  156  300   14  625   0   73 
14 10  99  95  121  -6.2   315   74   98  210   11  689   0   72 
15 11  99  94  118  -3.0   307   56   71  168    9  745   0   71 
16     98  72  111  -5.7   307  116  150  355   18  745   1  198 
17 12  98  72  107  -3.7   288  116  150  352   18  804   0  200 
18 13  98  71  103  -3.0   280   68   88  239   12  842   0  194 
19 14  98  70  101  -2.1   274   52   64  199   10  896   0  185 
20 15  98  70  100  -1.4   271   45   55  177    8  948   0  183 
21 16  98  69   99  -1.2   270   39   47  148    7  999   0  181 
 
writing out results ... 
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RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    3    0   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    2    0   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    1    0   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    0    0   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    0    0   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  240  -0.0   397    0    0    0    0    1   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  240  -0.0   396    0    0    0    0    1   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  240  -0.0   396    0    0    0    0    1   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  213 -11.2   396    0    0    1    0    1   0    2 
10 10 100 100  213  -0.0   396    0    0    1    0    1   0    2 
11 11 100 100  213  -0.0   396    0    0    1    0    2   0    2 
12 12 100 100  213  -0.1   396    0    1    3    0    3   0    2 
13 13 100 100  213  -0.1   395    0    1    3    0    3   0    2 
14 14 100 100  212  -0.1   395    0    1    3    0    4   0    2 
15 15 100 100  212  -0.1   394    0    1    3    0    5   0    2 
16 16 100 100  212  -0.1   394    0    1    3    0    6   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
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        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  635  -0.0  1435    0    0    1    0    1   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  635  -0.0  1435    0    0    1    0    1   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  635  -0.0  1435    0    0    1    0    2   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  635  -0.0  1434    0    0    1    0    3   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  634  -0.0  1434    0    0    1    0    4   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  634  -0.0  1434    0    0    1    0    5   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  634  -0.0  1433    0    0    1    0    6   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  634  -0.0  1433    0    0    1    0    7   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  530 -16.3  1433    1    1    2    0    9   0    2 
10 10 100 100  530  -0.1  1432    1    1    2    0   10   0    2 
11 11 100 100  530  -0.1  1431    1    1    2    0   12   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished.  
 
 
DAMP Increasing: 100, 200, 300, 400 
Table 19: Input parameters and Output for hypoDD Damping Test 2 
DATA WEIGHTING AND REWEIGHTING: 
NITER WTCCP WTCCS WRCC WDCC WTCTP WTCTS WRCT WDCT DAMP 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 100 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 -999 -999 200 
3 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 50 300 
5 -999 -999 -999 -999 1.00 0.80 6 20 400 
 
Output: 
starting hypoDD (v2.1beta - 09/30/2011)...    
Input parameters: ./hypoDD_3d_ct.inp (hypoDD2.0 format) 
INPUT FILES: 
 cross dtime data: empty.cc 
 catalog dtime data: dt.ct 
 events: event.sel 
 stations: station.sel 
OUTPUT FILES: 
 initial locations: hypoDD_3d_ct_37.loc 
 relocated events: hypoDD_3d_ct_37.reloc 
 event pair residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_37.res 
 station residuals: hypoDD_3d_ct_37.sta 
 source parameters: hypoDD_3d_ct_37.src 
Use local 3D model vel3d.dat            
Relocate all clusters 
Relocate all events 
Remove air quakes. 
Reading data ...    
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# events =  3395 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  630340 
# catalog S dtimes =  524488 
# dtimes total =  1154828 
    after gap/distance check:   987143 ( 85%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      528167      458976 
# events after dtime match =       3383 
# stations =     21 
clustering ...   
Clustered events:  1798 
Isolated events:  1585 
# clusters:    3 
Cluster   1:  1794 events 
Cluster   2:     2 events 
Cluster   3:     2 events 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 1      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =  1794 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =  340050 
# catalog S dtimes =  288842 
# dtimes total =   628892 
    after gap/distance check:   567994 ( 90%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0      303690      264304 
# events after dtime match =       1794 
# stations =     21 
Initial trial sources =  1794 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1    100 100  229 -49.8     0  849 1063 2269  137    0  12  187 
 2  1  99  99  218  -4.6   540  769 1029 1974  128  470   0  187 
 3     99  99  204  -6.7   540  245  299  800   48  470   3  175 
 4  2  99  99  203  -0.4   529  237  298  764   47  712   0  176 
 5  3  99  99  195  -3.9   523  132  156  432   30  847   0  169 
 6  4  99  99  194  -0.5   521   32   39  130    7  899   0   64 
 7  5  99  99  193  -0.4   520   27   32  111    5  941   0   61 
 8  6  99  99  192  -0.3   519   23   28   97    5  983   0   58 
 9     99  99  192  -0.2   519   22   26  100    4  983   1   61 
10  7  99  99  192  -0.0   519   22   25  101    4 1036   0   61 
11  8  99  99  192  -0.2   518   20   23   94    4 1069   0   59 
12  9  99  95  127 -33.8   328   77   97  173    6 1019   0   42 
13 10  99  94  120  -5.3   314   42   60  115    5 1043   0   40 
14 11  99  94  117  -2.5   306   29   43   92    4 1067   0   39 
15 12  98  72  111  -5.0   301   33   40   64    3 1052   0   30 
16 13  98  71  107  -4.2   286   22   28   53    2 1059   0   28 
17 14  98  70  105  -1.6   281   16   22   42    2 1066   0   28 
18 15  98  70  104  -0.9   278   13   18   37    2 1069   0   27 
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19 16  98  70  103  -0.7   276   11   16   33    2 1073   0   27 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 2      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       6 
# catalog S dtimes =       6 
# dtimes total =       12 
    after gap/distance check:       12 (100%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           6           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      6 
Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  240  -0.1   396    0    1    4    1    1   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  240  -0.1   396    0    1    4    1    2   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  239  -0.1   395    0    1    4    0    4   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  239  -0.0   395    0    0    1    0    4   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  239  -0.0   395    0    0    1    0    4   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  239  -0.0   395    0    0    1    0    4   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  239  -0.0   395    0    0    1    0    5   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  239  -0.0   395    0    0    1    0    5   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  212 -11.3   395    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
10 10 100 100  212  -0.0   395    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
11 11 100 100  212  -0.0   394    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
12 12 100 100  212  -0.0   394    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
13 13 100 100  212  -0.0   394    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
14 14 100 100  212  -0.0   394    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
15 15 100 100  212  -0.0   394    0    0    0    0    5   0    2 
16 16 100 100  212   0.0   394    0    0    0    0    6   0    2 
 
writing out results ... 
 
RELOCATION OF CLUSTER: 3      
---------------------- 
Reading data ...    
# events =     2 
# stations < maxdist =     21 
# stations w/ neg. elevation (set to 0) =    0 
# catalog P dtimes =       8 
# catalog S dtimes =       7 
# dtimes total =       15 
    after gap/distance check:       13 ( 87%) 
    nccp,nccs,nctp,ncts:            0           0           7           6 
# events after dtime match =          2 
# stations =      7 
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Initial trial sources =     2 
3D ray tracing. 
 
  IT   EV  CT    RMSCT   RMSST   DX   DY   DZ   DT   OS  AQ  CND 
        %   %   ms     %    ms    m    m    m   ms    m  
 1  1 100 100  633  -0.3  1433    3    3    9    0    9   0    2 
 2  2 100 100  632  -0.3  1430    3    3    9    1   18   0    2 
 3  3 100 100  630  -0.3  1427    3    3    9    1   27   0    2 
 4  4 100 100  630  -0.1  1426    1    1    2    0   30   0    2 
 5  5 100 100  629  -0.1  1426    1    1    2    0   32   0    2 
 6  6 100 100  629  -0.1  1425    1    1    2    0   34   0    2 
 7  7 100 100  628  -0.1  1424    1    1    2    0   36   0    2 
 8  8 100 100  628  -0.0  1423    1    1    2    0   39   0    2 
 9  9 100 100  526 -16.3  1423    0    0    1    0   39   0    2 
10 10 100 100  526  -0.0  1423    0    0    1    0   40   0    2 
11 11 100 100  526  -0.0  1423    0    0    1    0   41   0    2 
  Cluster has less than 2 events. 
   Program hypoDD finished. 
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APPENDIX B 
Maps and Cross-Section Profiles 
 
 
 
 
 
I: 3D catalog locations of all events in study area above 120 km depth 
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 II: Starting Events in hypoDD 
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III: Final Relocated Events from hypoDD 
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IV: OBSCT Tests 
 
IV.1 OBSCT = 8 
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IV.2 OBSCT = 16 
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V: P vs. S weighting Tests 
 
V.1 P=1.0, S=0.5 
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V.2 P=1.0, S=0.3 
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VI: WRCT Tests 
 
VI.1 WRCT 3rd Iteration set=20, 4th Iteration set=20 
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VI.2 WRCT 3rd Iteration set=1, 4th Iteration set=1 
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VII: WDCT Tests 
 
 VII.1 WDCT 3rd Iteration set=100, WDCT 4th Iteration set=50 
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VII.1 WDCT 3rd Iteration set=10, WDCT 4th Iteration set=5 
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VIII: DAMP Tests 
 
 VIII.1 DAMP decreasing: 400, 300, 200, 100 
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 VIII.2 DAMP increasing: 100, 200, 300, 400 
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APPENDIX C 
Velocity Model 10% Faster 
 
 
Plots and histograms for Segments 1 – 6 
 
 
 
 
I. Map view showing horizontal change in locations from 10% faster velocity 
model for Segments 1 – 6 
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II. Cross-section with vertical changes in locations 10% faster velocity 
model for Segments 1 – 6  
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III. Histograms of the total distances of location change from 10% faster 
velocity model for Segments 1 – 6  
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IV. Histograms of the horizontal distances of location change 10% faster 
velocity model for Segments 1 – 6 
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V. Histograms of the vertical distances of location change from 10% faster 
velocity model output for Segments 1 – 6 
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APPENDIX D 
Velocity Model 10% Slower 
 
 
Plots and histograms for Segments 1 – 6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I. Map view showing horizontal change in locations from 10% slower velocity 
model for Segments 1 – 6 
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II. Cross-section with vertical changes in locations 10% slower velocity 
model for Segments 1 – 6  
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III. Histograms of the total distances of location change from 10% slower 
velocity model for Segments 1 – 6  
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IV. Histograms of the horizontal distances of location change 10% slower 
velocity model for Segments 1 – 6 
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V. Histograms of the vertical distances of location change from 10% slower 
velocity model output for Segments 1 – 6 
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